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ABSTRACT
In this work, the anataze phase of TiO2 nanoparticles was prepared by sol gel method. We changed time and temperature of calcinations to change size and property of nanoparticles. The Transmission Electron Microscopy and Scanning
Electron Microscopy were used for characterization of the TiO2 nanoparticles. The nanoparticle size was increased with
time and temperature. We found that the average size of samples was changed from 30 nm to 46 nm with changing temperature from 450˚C to 650˚C and at fixed temperature (450˚C) with changing of calcination times from 1 to 3 hours,
the size was changed from 30 nm to 58 nm. For study the dynamic of nanoparticles, the TiO2 nanoparticles were added
to water with 2.4 weights present of particles to the water. The different size of TiO2 nanoparticles was studied with
photon correlation spectroscopy. The relaxation time was increased with increasing of nanoparticle size and so diffusion
coefficient was decreased.
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1. Introduction
TiO2 is a wide band gap semiconductor (3.2 eV) and has
many useful applications like photo catalyst activity [1],
field effect transistors (as dielectric gate) [2,3], UV detectors (as photo absorber), Dye Synthesized Solar Cells
(DSSC) [4], gas sensors [5], electrochromic displays [6]
and so on. One of the main applications of Titanium
dioxide Nanostructures is photo sensitivity to UV lights
in creating of electron and holes for decomposition of
much organic and inorganic pollution in waste water and
air. Due to relation of optical properties and photo responsively of TiO2 nanoparticles to nanoparticle size, surface area and morphology, optimization of these parameters in order to having efficient response have crucial
importance. The photon correlation spectroscopy is a technique for study dynamic of nanoparticles on the solutions [7,8]. Here we will present the results of analyzing
the sample morphology which be prepared by Transmission Electron microscopy(TEM), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and also Photon correlation spectroscopy
(PCS) in sol gel derived nanoparticles.

prepared by sol gel method. All the chemical materials
Including TiCl4, NH3(OH) (25%), NaOH (97%), HCl,
AgNO3 were supplied by Merck company, Germany.
In order to synthesize of the nanoparticles, TiCl4 was
used as Ti source. At first step, a 10% aqueous solution
of NH3(OH) was added to TiCl4 drop wise. During the
process the amount of PH should be controlled carefully.
At PH = 5, the sol changes to milky gel and stop the stirring process. By increasing of PH to 7 we should stop
adding of NH3(OH). The following chemical reaction is
performed during the process.
TiCl4 +4NH 3  OH  
 Ti  OH 4 + 4NH 3 Cl

In this process, NH3Cl is unwanted material and should
be subtracted from the gel. To do this, the gel was washed
sometimes with distilled water and centrifuged at 500 rpm.
At next stage, the white precipitate powder was dried
in room temperature for 30 hours. Finally the powder
was grinded and calcinated for 1, 2 and 3 hours at 450,
550 and 600 centigrade degrees in air.
For calcination of the products we used heating furnace model CWF 1200.

2. Experiments
2.1. Synthesis of Nanoparticles
In this work, the anataze phase of TiO2 nanoparticles was
*
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2.2. Characterization
Morphology of the nanoparticles was analyzed with TEM
and SEM. In this work, Scanning electron spectroscopy
was down by Phillips, model XL30 and transmission
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electron microscope (TEM) images were prepared by
Phillips, CM 200. Table 1 shows calcination conditions
for preparation of different samples.
The powder was grinded and calcinated for 1, Figures
1-4, hours at 450, (Figure 4), 550 (Figure 5), and 650
(Figure 6), centigrade degrees in air.
Figure 1 shows a typical TEM micrograph of the
sample 1.
Table 1. Calcinations conditions for prepared nanoparticles.
Sample name

Calcination
temperature (˚C)

Calcination
time (h)

NP1
NP2
NP3
NP4

450
450
450
550

1
2
3
1

NP5

650

1

Figure 4. SEM micrograph for NP3.

Figure 5. SEM micrograph for NP4.

Figure 1. TEM micrograph for NP1.

Figure 6. SEM micrograph for NP5.

Figure 2. SEM micrograph for NP1.

The TEM micrograph shows the prepared nanoparticles have less than 50 nm size and globular morphology.
The following SEM micrographs show surface morphology of the prepared samples calcinated at different
temperatures and times.
The SEM micrographs were revealed the average size
of the nanoparticles was increased with temperature and
duration of post heat treatment. The average size of samples calcinated at 450˚C, 550˚C and 650˚C are 30, 40 and
46 nm and for the samples calcinated at fixed temperature (450˚C) for 1, 2 and 3 hours are 30, 35 and 58 nm
respectively.

2.3. Photon Correlation Spectroscopy
Figure 3. SEM micrograph for NP2.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) or photon correlation spectroscopy measurements were performed using an ALV
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Here A, τf, βf, are amplitude of fast relaxation, fast relaxation time and the stretched exponential exponent of
fast respectively. The stretched exponential function describes the decay processes that have a distribution of
relaxation times. The parameters βf (between one and
zero) measure the width of the distribution function. The
mean value of the relaxation time for both modes is
given by
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where Γ is the gamma function. The slow and fast diffusion (D) was calculated by Equation (6), [10].
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In the photon correlation spectroscopy, the normalized
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Figure 7. Autocorrelation functions as function of relaxation time for different size of TiO2 with 2.4% nanoparticle
at water at room temperature.
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B is the coherence factor of the equipment. All the
correlation functions in this work were fitted by stretched
exponential functions.
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I  q, t  is the scattered intensity at a given q and time
t. The g 2  q, t  function is related to the normalized
electrical field correlation function g1(q,t) by the Siegert
relation [9] assuming that the system is an ergodic medium [9]
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In this formula n is the refractive index of the solvent
(n = 1.33), λ is the wavelength of the laser, and θ is the
scattering angle. In the DLS experiments, the normalized
intensity time autocorrelation function g 2  q, t  was
measured [8,9].
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Single-detector version compact goniometer system, from
ALV-GmbH, Langen, Germany. The light source is a
He-Ne laser, operating at a wavelength of 632.8 nm with
vertically polarized light. The beam was focused on the
sample cell through a temperature-controlled cylindrical
quartz container, which is filled with a refractive index
matching liquid (toluene). We performed the experiment
at room temperature with an accuracy of ± 0.2˚C. The
scattering angle θ = 900, corresponds to a scattering
wave vector (q) of 1.87 × 107. The parameter q is determined from
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Figure 8. The collective diffusion coefficient as a function of
TiO2 with 2.4% nanoparticle at water at room temperature.

intensity time autocorrelation function g2(τ) was measured, Figure 7. The diffusion was calculated with the
method that was explained in the references from Equation (6). The diffusion coefficient of light scattering data’s
as function of size of TiO2 are presented in the Figure 8.
Our results show with increase of size of droplets, the
relaxation time was increased. So, the diffusion is decreasing with increase of size.

3. Conclusion
The anataze phase of TiO2 nanoparticles was prepared by
sol gel method. The results of TEM and SEM shows, the
average size of samples are increased with increasing of
calcinations temperature and time. The solution of TiO2
nanoparticles with water at the constant nanoparticels to
water (2.4% wt) was prepared for study the dynamics of
nanoparticels. The dynamic light scattering was used to
study diffusion coefficient of different size of TiO2 nanoparticles. Our results, show with increasing of size of
particles, the relaxation time is increased and diffusion
coefficient is decreased.
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